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Abstract 
Hopf algebras in braided tensor categories are studied with emphasis on finite (i.e., rigid) Hopf 
algebras. By imitating Larson and Sweedler’s (1969) Hopf module construction, it is proved that 
the antipode of a finite Hopf algebra is an isomorphism of the category and that the left or right 
integral space is an invertible object. Diagrammatic methods are effectively used throughout the 
arguments. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS cluss~ficution; 16W30; 18DlO 
0. Introduction 
The idea of Hopf algebras in braided categories goes back to Milnor and Moore [13] 
as mentioned in [14, 10.5). Recent developments of quantum group theory produce a 
family of substantial examples of such Hopf algebras including the universal enveloping 
algebra of a Lie color algebra [19; 2, Section 61 and Lusztig’s quantum algebra f [9, 
1.21. The notion of a braided category plays an important role in quantum group theory. 
Majid [ 11,121 studies Hopf algebras in braided categories under the name ‘braided 
groups’ with an algebraic motivation from Radford’s biproduct construction [ 181 as 
well as many motivations from physics. 
A braided category means a monoidal (tensor) category in which the tensor product 
V 6~ W is not symmetric but there is some natural isomorphism ri: 1~ : I/ 8 W 5 W 83 V 
called the braiding. See [4; 5, XIII; 14, 10.41 for generalities. There are many examples 
of braided categories in quantum group theory including the Yetter-Drinfeld category 
[14, 10.4; 211. 
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The purpose of this paper is to study finite Hopf algebras in an abstract braided 
category. We do not assume our category is additive (cf. [15]). Nevertheless, we 
pretend as if we deal with module-like objects. In particular, the unit object will be 
denoted by k to suggest he base ring. We define finite objects in the braided category 
and establish their main properties. (Instead of ‘finite’, the terminology ‘rigid’ is used in 
some literature [l&12,16].) In case of the Yetter-Drinfeld category or the category of 
modules over a quasi-triangular Hopf algebra, finite objects are precisely those modules 
which are finite-dimensional over the base field. 
One of the main properties of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras over fields is that 
their antipodes are bijective [7; 20, Corollary 5.1.61. We show this is true for finite Hopf 
algebras in a braided category with equalizers. To prove this, the notion of a Hopf mod- 
ule plays an important role as in the classical context. If H is a finite Hopf algebra, we 
show its dual H* has some right H Hopf module structure which is analogous to [20, 
Theorem 5.1.21. A similar construction can be found in [lo, Theorem 1.41. We verify 
the Hopf module axiom by adopting a diagrammatic approach following [4,5,11,12]. 
The notion of a left or right integral is fundamental in the theory of finite-dimensional 
Hopf algebras [14, Chapter 21. Its starting point is that the left and right integral spaces 
If(H) and Z,(H) of a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra H are l-dimensional [7; 20, 
Corollary 5.1.61. We prove that if H is a finite Hopf algebra in a braided category 
with equalizers, then Z/(H) and Z,(H) are invertible, i.e., having inverses relative to 
the tensor product, (This is also claimed by Lyubashenko [lo, Theorem 1.61, but his 
proof does not seem complete as we explain above 4.3.) This leads to the existence 
of an algebra map a : H + k and a group-like element (i.e., coalgebra map) g : k --) H 
which are known as distinguished elements in the theory of finite-dimensional Hopf 
algebras [14, Definition 2.2.31. 
This paper has been motivated and stimulated by Doi’s recent work [l] on finite- 
dimensional Hopf algebras in the Yetter-Drinfeld category. 
1. Algebras, coalgebras, bialgebras and Hopf algebras in a braided category 
Let &! be a braided tensor category with tensor products V @ W and unit object k. 
See [4; 14, 10.4; 5, XIII] for generalities of braided categories. We recall the notion of 
algebras, coalgebras, bialgebras and Hopf algebras in & from [ 1 l] in a form modified 
for our purposes. 
Throughout he paper, we use a diagrammatic notation following [5,11, 12,211. The 
braiding zy,w : V @ W -+ W @ V and its inverse will be denoted as follows: 
v w v w 
2: \ 
/ 
+: WY 
/ 
\ \ 
w v, V. 
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1.1. An algebra in _4? means a triple (A, m, u) where A E dtf, m : A @A -+ A, u : k ---f A 
satisfying the associativity and the unit condition. In fact, it is a monoid object in A. 
Dually, a coalgebra in 4 is defined as a triple (C, A, E) where C E JG?, A : C ----t C ~$3 C.
a : C + k satisfying 
follows: 
the dual axiom. We denote the structure maps of A and C as 
A A C C 
m: y, u: 1, A:h , ~1. 
A A C C 
With these symbols, the algebra axiom is expressed as follows: 
AA A 
Y = I 
A A 
A A A 
Y (Associativity), 
(Unit condition). 
1.2. The set A(C, A) of all maps C -+ A forms a semigroup with unit UF and with 
product 
f@s f *g:C-%C@C-AmALA. 
1.3. We define the opposites mop and A”P of m and A as follows: 
mop = mz, @’ =T-l~, 
The algebra (A, mop, u ) (resp. the coalgebra (C, A’P, F)) is called the opposite algebra 
(resp. coalgebra) of A (resp. C) and denoted by A”P (resp. Ccor). In a diagrammatic 
notation. we have 
A A cc cc 
The assignment AHA’P (resp. CH CcOP) IS not involutive, and we can think of its 
inverse procedure. 
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1.4. The notion of a left (resp. right) A module and a right (resp. left) C comodule is 
easily defined. The procedure of 1.3 generalizes to modules and comodules. If M is a 
left (resp. right) A module, it has a natural structure of a right (resp. left) A”P module 
by twisting the action by r. Dually, if l’ is a right (resp. left) C comodule, it has a 
natural structure of a left (resp. right) C “P comodule by twisting the coaction by r-‘. 
1.5. Let A and B be algebras in ~2”. Then A @B becomes an algebra with multiplication 
and unit UA 18 us : k + A 18 B. Dually, if C and D are coalgebras in ~22, then C 124 D 
becomes a coalgebra with comultiplication 
and counit EC @ED : C @ D + k. In diagrams, 
c DC D 
1.6. A bialgebra in & means an algebra and a coalgebra H in JZ such that the 
coalgebra structure maps A and E are algebra maps, or equivalently the algebra structure 
maps m and u are coalgebra maps. The equivalence is easily checked. The relation of 
A and m is expressed as follows: 
H H H H 
If we make the algebra and coalgebra structures opposite, we get a bialgebra H”p,cop. 
The bialgebra axiom is checked as follows: 
yjq+~&g-$. 
H H H H H/H H H H H 
Note that the one-sided opposite Hop or Hcop is not a bialgebra. 
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1.7. The set ,&!(H, H) has a semigroup structure (1.2). If the identity 1~ has inverse 
S, it is called the antipode of H. A bialgebra with antipode is called a Hopf algebra 
in A’. The axiom of the antipode is expressed as follows: 
H H H 
s 
0 3 
= = s 
H H H 
Since m (resp. d) is a coalgebra (resp. algebra) map, it follows that Sm = m 
AS = A-‘. One can check that 
_ 
’ and 
m -’ =mz(S@S) and d-’ =(S@S)zil. 
Hence, we have 
H H HH H H 
‘r;’ = q , A = * (cf. [ll, Lemma2.31) 
H H H H H H 
This means S : H + H”p,cop is a bialgebra map. One sees S is the antipode of H”p,cop, 
too. 
Intermission (Rules for deforming diagrams). We have used some complicated diagram 
deformation in 1.6. It is tedious to list up all rules for deforming diagrams. Here. we 
pick up some basic rules which are frequently used in the paper. This will 
reader to justify our calculus (cf. [4,5, 11,121, too). 
A diagram represents a map in L&’ from top object to bottom object. Since 
in a braided category, we have 
7” vw 
> 
( 
= (Reidemeister Move II) , 
v\w VW 
help the 
we work 
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u v W u v w 
K = x (Reidemeister Move III) . 
w v u w v u 
This means we can deform our diagrams according to regular isotopy [6, p. 7451. 
There are some similar rules involving the multiplication m, the comultiplication A 
and so on. For example, 
V A A VA A 
x-ii;‘, y-yzAY. 
V V A V A 
The right equation means that the following two maps coincide: 
1E4-’ 
A@V@A- A@A@V~AN’~ViA. 
The equality follows easily from the axiom of a braided category. 
The unit object k ‘commutes’ with every object so that it plays as if it does not 
exist. For example, 
x-” =y. 
V V V 
In the next section, we use the following symbols 
tomeanmapse:V*@V+kandc:k+V@V*. Wehave 
v+ w v V” w v W 
y_y ,& 
W 
r\. > 
v w v* W W V w v* 
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The right equation involves maps 
It is easy to check that they are equal. 
Thus, the diagrammatic moves II, III, IV of [6, Fig. 2, p. 7501 are allowed in our 
context. The moves I and V are also allowed as we see (2.12). The above equalities 
permit us to use the following symbols; 
which will be used in 2.7. 
2. The dual object and finite objects 
Let V E A’. The dual object of V means a pair (V*,e) with V* E A! and e: V* ~3 
V + k satisfying the following universality: For any X E .AZ’ and any map ,f :X@ V + k, 
there is a unique map F :X + V* such that 
The pair (V*, e) is uniquely determined up to isomorphisms if it exists. 
Let f : V + W be a map in A!, and assume that the dual objects V” and W” exist. 
There is a unique map f” : W* 4 V* such that 
This follows from the universal property for (V*,er,). 
2.1 Example. Let HAZ be the category of left modules over a quasi-triangular Hopf 
algebra H. It is a braided category [14, 10.4.21. For V in HA@‘, the dual space V” 
(over the base ring) is a right H module. If we turn it into a left H module through 
the antipode S : H --f H, then it becomes the dual object of V. Thus every object in 
HA%?’ has its dual. 
We do not assume the existence of the dual object in .,&. When we talk about the 
dual object or use the notation V*, we assume it exists. The evaluation e: V* @ V + k 
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is considered as a structure and denoted as follows: 
2.2. Let V be a left A module in A with an algebra A in A’. If V has the dual V*, 
it becomes a right A module with action given by 
2.3. Let V, WE 4. If the dual objects V*, W* exist, it is natural to pair W* @ V* 
with V @ W via 
l&V@1 
w*@v*@vc3ww W*@W%k. 
However, we will not use this pairing since it is inconvenient for our purposes. Instead, 
we pair V* @ W* with V @ W as follows: 
This pairing induces a natural map 
u”,w:v*@ w* -+(V@ w>*. 
The following properties are easily checked. 
2.4 Lemma. Let U, V, W E ~2’. The following diagrams commute. 
where the relevant dual objects are assumed to exist. 
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Commutativity of the left diagram follows from: 
Let .A’ be a subcategory of A‘ closed under the tensor product and containing k. 
If for all V in A?, the dual object V* exists, the lemma implies that the contravariant 
functor V H V*,,~bZ’ ---f A? is a monoidal functor. 
2.5. If C is a coalgebra in A’, the dual object C* becomes an algebra with multipli- 
cation and unit 
The multiplication is determined by 
More generally, if V is a right (resp. left) C comodule in A’, then V* becomes a 
right (resp. left) C” module in the same way. 
2.6. If C and D are coalgebras in ~4, then the map 
is an algebra map. The verification is easy but tedious. 
One of the fundamental idea in Hopf algebra theory is to view a right C comodule 
as a left C* module. 
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2.7 Proposition. Let V be a right C comodule in A?. The action 
c* V 
c* v 
” d; 
I u c 
V I 
V 
makes V into a left C* module. 
In fact, the associativity for the left module follows from the associativity for the 
right comodule as follows: 
= 
c* C” V 
LL A / 2 c i 
V 
= 
Note that if we defined the left action by 
then V would not have become a left module. 
2.8. If V is a right C comodule, then V* is a right C* module (2.5). This structure 
coincides with the one arising from the left C* module (2.2). 
Next, we define finite objects in 4. 
2.9 Proposition-Definition. For an object V in _4! the following conditions are equiv- 
alent. It is called finite if it satis$es these equivalent conditions. 
(i) There is a pair (V*, e) with V* E A! and e : V* 63 V + k satisfying the following 
universal property: For any X, Y E .A? and any map f :X @ V + Y, there is a unique 
map F :X --f Y @ V” such that 
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(ii) V has the dual object (V*,e) and there is a map c: k ---f V @ V* such that 
69 
(iii) There is a triple (V*, e,c) with 
that 
lv:v~v@v*~v~v, 
lJ,:V* 2 v*@v’v* 3 v”. 
VIES&/, e:V*@V+k, c:kAV@V* such 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Taking Y = k, one sees (V*,e) is the dual of V. Next take X = k 
and Y = V, and let c correspond to the identity. 
(ii) + (iii). To check the second equality, one has only to apply - @ V and follow 
e:V*@V+k. 
(iii) =S (i). The assignment F ts f described in (i) has the inverse f H F given by 
F:X 143”XBV@V* ‘2 Y@V*. q 
2.10. Condition (i) tells that Y @ V* = Hom(V, Y), the horn object. In particular, we 
have V @ V* = End(V), the end algebra in 4. Its multiplication is indicated as follows: 
v v* 
If A is an algebra in 4, there is a l-l correspondence between an algebra map 
A + V 63 V” and a left A module action on V given by 
*vv =A v, A = Aq (cf. 2.12). J 3V v v* v v* v v* 
Instead of ‘finite’, the terminology ‘rigid’ is used in some literature such as [lO-12, 
161. But we prefer the terminology ‘finite’ in view of the following examples. 
2.11 Examples. (a) Let H be a braided (or coquasitriangular) Hopf algebra over a 
field k. The category AH of right H comodule is braided [3,8]. If V is a finite- 
dimensional right H comodule, the k-dual space V* has the structure of a left H 
comodule (see 2.15 below). If we turn it into a right comodule through S : H -+ H, 
then V* becomes the dual object of V satisfying condition (i). Thus, finite-dimensional 
comodules are finite objects in AH. Conversely, let V be a finite object in AH. If we 
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write C( 1) = c vi @xi E Y @ V*, condition (iii) implies 
v= c 4% vh, VE v. 
Hence V is finite-dimensional spanned by {vi}. Thus, finite objects in A? are precisely 
finite-dimensional comodules. The same is true for the category HA! in Example 2.1. 
(b) Doi [l] has essentially shown that all finite-dimensional Yetter-Drinfeld modules 
are finite objects in the Yetter-Drinfeld category. 
2.12. If V is a finite object in A, the map c: k -+ V @ V* is denoted by the symbol: 
.n c. 
V 
Yj 
v* = 
V V* 
so that condition (iii) is expressed in the form: 
v v* 
’ c? 
V = 
V V V* V* 
(cf. [I 1, p, 60; 5, p. 3431). We denote by JZf the full subcategory of all finite objects 
in A. 
Here are main properties of finite objects (cf. [16, Proposition 2.11, p. 1051). 
2.13 Proposition. (a) The unit object k isJinite. 
(b) If V is jinite, then so is its dual V*. There is a natural isomorphism V E V** 
so that the functor V H V* is a self-anti-equivalence of Af. 
(c) If V, W are $nite objects in A&‘, then so is V @ W, and the map %,,,w : V* 63 W* --) 
(V @ W)* is an isomorphism. It follows that AZf is a braided subcategory and the 
jiinctor V H V* is a braided anti-equivalence. 
Proof. (a) is trivial. (b) The pair 
e’ 
v v* 
\ 
~6 7 c’ ? / v* v 
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satisfies condition (iii) of 2.9. The pairing e’ induces an isomorphism V 2 V**. 
(c) The pair 
satisfies condition (iii) of ibid. implying tIv,w is an isomorphism. 0 
For finite objects, the previous procedure 2.2 and 2.5 can be dualized as follows. 
The proofs are easy and left to the reader. 
2.14. If A is a finite algebra in A’, its dual A* becomes a coalgebra with comultipli- 
cation A: 
A* A* 
If A,B are finite algebras in A, then 
is an isomorphism of coalgebras. 
2.15. Let V be a finite right C comodule with a coalgebra C in .X. Then V* becomes 
a left C comodule with coaction given by 
2.16 Theorem. Let H be a ,jnite hialgebra in .&‘. Then H” becomes a bialgebra 
in .k? with dual algebra and coalgebra structures. If H is a finite Hopf algebra 
with antipode S, then H” is a Hopf algebra with antipode S*. The functor H H H* 
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gives a self-anti-equivalence of the category of jinite bialgebras (resp. jinite Hopf 
algebras). 
This follows immediately from 2.6 and 2.14. Note that a similar result appears in 
[l 1, Proposition 2.41 with structures on H* different from ours. The last statement 
means that if H is a finite Hopf algebra in A, there is a finite Hopf algebra H’ (not 
necessarily isomorphic to H*) such that H is isomorphic to the dual Hopf algebra 
H’*. This follows by using the braided anti-equivalence V H V* of 2.13(c). 
An object V in .,#Z is called invertible if there is V’ E JZ with V’ 18 V Z k. 
2.17 Proposition. V is invertible iff V is jinite and kZEnd(V). 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is obvious since End(V) = V @ V*. Assume V has a left inverse V’ 
with e : V’ 8 V 5 k. There is an isomorphism c’ : k -5V@V’,since V@V’GV’@V. 
We put 
cr:vc~v@v~@v~v and c:kA V@ V’ a-‘@1 -V@V’. Fz 2 S? g 
Then the triple (V’,e,c) satisfies condition (iii) of Proposition 2.9. The first identity 
follows at once, and the second one follows from it by applying - @ V. This implies 
the ‘only if’ part. 0 
3. Hopf modules 
The notion of a Hopf module [7; 20, 4.11 is important in Hopf algebra theory. 
We define Hopf modules in the braided category J&‘. The same concept has been 
introduced by Lyubashenko [10, Definition 1.11. 
3.1. Let A,B be algebras in A. If A4 is a left (resp. right) A module and N a left 
(resp. right) B module, then M@N becomes a left (resp. right) A ~$4 B module with 
action given by 
3.2. Let H be a Hopf algebra in J?‘. Let A4 be a right H module and a right H 
comodule. M 8 H becomes a right H module through A : H -+ H 8 H. M is called a 
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right H Hopf module if the coaction p : M -+ M @H is a right H module map. This 
axiom is expressed in the form 
M H M H 
Note that this diagram has the same shape as the one in 1.6. The category of right H 
Hopf modules is denoted by Ai. A left H Hopf module is defined similarly. It is a 
left H module and a left H comodule satisfying a diagram of the same shape. Their 
category is denoted by ~Jz’. Further, we may consider Hopf modules of mixed types; 
HA~ cons’ t’ g IS m of right H modules and left H comodules, NJZ?~ of left H modules 
and right H comodules. In either case, the relation of the action and the coaction is 
expressed by a diagram of the same shape. 
3.3. In the following, we assume the category k! has equalizers. If 
comodule with coaction p : V 4 V 8 H, the equalizer of the diagram 
V is a right H 
is denoted by VcoH, the coinvariant space. The fundamental theorem of Hopf modules 
[7; 20, Theorem 4.1 .l] is true in our context (cf. [ 10, Theorem 1 .l]). 
3.4 Theorem. Let M be a right H Hopf module with a Hopf algebra H in .A?. Then 
the uction induces an isomorphism 
M ‘OH@H %M. 
Larson and Sweedler’s proof can be applied line by line. Obviously, the same result 
is true for left Hopf modules, but not for mixed types. 
Larson and Sweedler [7; 20, Theorem 5.1.21 defines a right H Hopf module structure 
on H* for a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra H. In fact, the structure comes from the 
structure H E %&. We generalize this construction in our context. Lyubashenko [ 10, 
Theorem 1.41 also gives a similar construction. Compare his proof with our diagram- 
matic one (3.6). For later purposes, we offer two-fold constructions (3.6,3.8). 
3.5. Let H be a Hopf algebra in JZ??. Let V E HAM and assume it is finite. V is a left 
Hop module (1.4) so that V* is a right H ‘P module (2.2). We view V* as a right H 
module via S : H -HOP. On the other hand, V is a right Hcop comodule (1.4) so that 
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V* is a left Hc”p comodule (2.15). V* becomes a right H comodule by inverting the 
procedure of 1.4. Thus Y* is a right H module and a right H comodule. 
3.6 Theorem. Let V be a finite Hopf module of type Hk~ with a Hopf algebra H 
in 4. Then V* becomes a right H Hopf module with structures in 3.5. 
Proof. Following the procedure in 3.5, one sees the coaction and the action on V* 
are described explicitly from the structure of V E “AH as follows: 
V* 
V* V 
= 
A L3* 
V* H 
\ 
V* H 
We claim we have 
V* H V+ H 
The left-hand side is equal to: 
v* H 
H 
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By using the Hopf module axiom for V and the relation of S and d (1.7) 
v* H vi H 
By the associativity and the coassociativity for H, and using the axiom of the an- 
tipode ( 1.7), 
V* 
H 
V 
s uu S V / 
v* I 
H 
This is precisely the right-hand side. 0 
There is some dual procedure. 
v* H 
3.7. Let V be a finite object in AY and assume V* has the structure of a Hopf module 
of type %YH. The right H module (resp. left H comodule) structure on V* determines 
a left H module (resp. right H comodule) structure on V by inverting the procedure 2.2 
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(resp. 2.15). The right H comodule V is viewed as a left H”“P-’ comodule (1.4), where 
cop-’ means the inverse procedure to H H H”“J’ (1.3). Thus it has comultiplication 
rd. Finally we view it as a left H comodule through S : HC”pP’ + H. 
3.8 Theorem. V becomes a left H Hopf module with structures in 3.7. 
The structures on V are expressed as follows: 
H v 
Y 
= 
V 
v* H P Y V* 
V L 
H V 
This theorem is proved by diagrammatic deformations similar as in 3.6. We leave it 
to the reader. 
4. The antipode and integrals 
It is basic in Hopf algebra theory that the antipode of a finite-dimensional Hopf 
algebra is bijective [7; 20, Corollary 5.1.61. 
4.1 Theorem. Let H be a jinite Hopf algebra in a braided category ,Jl with equal- 
izers. The antipode S is an automorphism of H in ~2. 
Proof. Since H has a Hopf module structure of type HAM, its dual H* has the struc- 
ture of a right H Hopf module (3.6). By the structure theorem (3.4) we have an 
isomorphism I @H g H” with I = (H ) * ‘OH Since the right H action factors through S .
(3.5), this implies 1 @S:Z@H+Z@H has a left inverse. Since H@Z?Z@H”H*, 
it follows that 1 @S : H* 18 H + H* @H has a left inverse. Since E* : k + H* has a left 
inverse u* : H* --f k, the map E* @S : H + H* @H has a left inverse. This yields that 
S: H + H has a left inverse. Applying this to the dual Hopf algebra H* (2.16), we see 
S* : H* + H* has a left inverse, too. But since V H V* is a self-anti-equivalence 
of J&‘~ (2.13), it follows that S has a right inverse. Hence, S is an isomorphism 
in&. 0 
4.2. Let A be an algebra in A with augmentation E : A + k. Let V be a right A module 
in J&‘. If A is finite, the action V @A + V determines a map p: V -+Hom(A, V)= 
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V @A* (2.10). The equalizer of the diagram 
is denoted by V/l, the invariant subobject. If H is a finite Hopf algebra in .,&‘, the 
invariant HH for the regular right H module is denoted by I,(H), the space of right 
integrals. It is the largest subobject on which the multiplication m coincides with 1 @ E. 
It is obviously a left H submodule (or a left ideal of H). The space of left integrals 
If(H) is defined similarly. It is a right ideal. 
We claim Z,(H) and Z,(H) are invertible objects in ,&’ (2.17). The same claim is 
included in Lyubashenko [lo, Theorem 1.61. (I thank H.-J. Schneider for notifying me 
of the reference.) But he concludes that K&IN is invertible from the fact that 
AgAA(K@N) and A#0 
[lo]. Obviously, this argument is insufficient. (If A is an augmented algebra and the 
above isomorphism is left (or right) A-map, then the claim is true (4.7). But this is not 
the case.) We will make use of the two constructions (3.6,3.8) and show there is a left 
A-isomorphism as above with A = H* and K = Ir(H*) (4.6) correcting Lyubashenko’s 
argument. 
4.3. Let V be a finite Hopf module of type %& for a Hopf algebra H in A. We have 
made V* into a right H Hopf module (3.5,3.6). Let m’ be the left H* module action 
on V* arising from the right H comodule V* (2.7). Here we assume H has dual H*. 
On the other hand, let m be the left H* module action on V* arising from the left 
H comodule V (2.5). These two left H* module structures on V* are different but 
isomorphic: 
4.4 Proposition. There is an isomorphism p: V* 5 V* such that 
H*@V* 
I@P 
-H*@V * 
commutes. 
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Proof. We define maps p,q: V” + V* as follows: 
v* v 
\ 
PI 
J 
d 
9 
V* 
v* ,v 
4: d \i .
V* 
We have pq = qp = 1. In fact, the next deformation shows pq = 1. 
V* V* V* V* v* v* 
(the map p appears as Bv -’ in [5, Fig. 3.8, p. 3511). The actions m,m' are defined 
follows: 
H* v* 
Y = m 
v 
H* V* 
Y 
= 
m’ 
v 
as 
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To claim: 
Y M 
V* 
P 
it is enough to see 
V* 
The left- (resp. right-) hand side is deformed to: 
79 
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Thus both sides are equal to 
4.5 Corollary. Let H be a jinite Hopf algebra. There is a left H* module isomor- 
phism 
H* GH@If(H*) 
where the left H* action on H arises from the right H comodule H (2.7). 
Proof. With notations in 4.1, the isomorphism p induces &(H*) “I. Note that if 
V =H, the action m (4.3) is precisely the multiplication of H*. The claim follows 
immediately from 3.4. 0 
4.6 Theorem. If H is a jinite Hopf algebra in 4, the spaces of integrals If(H) and 
I,(H) are invertible objects in 4. 
Proof. By symmetry, it is enough to prove it for Z/(H). Since H t-+ H* is a self-anti- 
equivalence of finite Hopf algebras, we have only to show that If(H*) is invertible. 
Now, H* has a Hopf module structure of type HEMS*. Applying 3.7, 3.8 to (H,H*) 
as (V, H), we see H has a left H* Hopf module structure. Hence by 3.4, we have 
where J = ‘OH’ H. Combining with 4.5, there is a left H* module isomorphism 
H*zH@&,(H*)=H*@J@&(H*). 
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Note that the left H* module structure on H which was used in 4.5 coincides with 
the present one. Just as in the usual ring theory, applying k @H* -, this yields 
k CZ@Zr(H*) 
(see the next remark). 0 
4.7 Remark. Let A be an algebra in +& with augmentation E : A 4 k. For any V in _&‘, 
we have 
k@/,(A@V)g V. 
This implies the following diagram is a coequalizer in &: 
A@A@V= A@@%‘. 
Ec3lc31 
This is proved easily by using the section u @ 1 : V + A 8 V. 
4.8. The fact that Z!(H) and Z,(H) are invertible implies various fundamental facts 
known in the classical context. Since k 2 End(Zp(H)) (2.17), the right H action on 
Z,(H) comes from some algebra map CI : H ---f k. The set of algebra maps Alg(H, k) 
forms a group with inverse c( -I = MS One sees easily that the antipode S induces . 
Z/(H) E Z,(H) and Z,(H) 2 Z/(H). It follows that the left H action on Z,(H) comes 
from CC’. Dually, the right H” action on Z/(H* ) determines a ‘group-like element’ g, 
i.e., a coalgebra map k---f H. 
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